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Meet the new
American Idol:
ABC Revival
judges &
returning host for
the 16th season
starting
March, 11 2018!

The talent for the new season are:
Ryan Seacrest →

← Katy Perry

Lionel Richie →

← Luke Bryan

Host: Ryan Seacrest
American Idol veteran host Ryan Seacrest returns for this new season of
the show, premiering for the first time on ABC (previously Fox). His name
and face are strongly linked to the American Idol brand. He is
well-known for his role hosting the competition show. Seacrest is also a
radio personality with a popular show, “On Air with Ryan Seacrest,” and is
an award-winning producer.

Ryan Seacrest
Social Media Presence
●

●

●

●

817,461

3.2 million

Facebook
○
Ryan’s Facebook (his main public figure account) features mostly photos of himself, himself with other
celebrities (Kylie Jenner, Oprah), himself with friends in a more candid way, videos, articles he’s sharing and
photos/videos of his live appearances.
○
Posts have a few hundred “likes” and a handful of comments. The engagement is on the thinner side and
there is not a lot of conversation or discussion being generated.
○
“On Air with Ryan Seacrest” (separate Facebook page) has 1.8 million “likes.” This is important to note, as he
has a large fanbase for this program, but it is not directly related to the work he does with American Idol.
○
On his “On Air” page, he posts content from his show, which include celebrity news and some social issues.
There are a few hundred “likes” and the engagement and comments still remains thin.
Instagram
○
Ryan’s Instagram account shares many of the same photos and videos he posts to Facebook. The
engagement is higher with a few thousand likes per post, and more discussion in the comments.
○
Ryan, as a public figure, has a lot of draw. His personality, charisma and fun vibe in his day-to-day life are
depicted in his Instagram. Fans seem to respond well to this.
○
The “On Air with Ryan Seacrest” Instagram has 218,000 followers, so fewer than his public persona one. This
is in contrast to the Facebook page for “On Air,” which had more “likes” than his general one.
Twitter
○
His bio says, “proud son, brother, friend, my lab Georgia's dad, broadcaster, producer, passion for music,
food, travel, art & bringing smiles to kids in hospitals across US.”
○
Again, there is a lot of overlap with this content and the content Facebook and Instagram.
○
Ryan retweets posts from celebrities like the Kardashians and Magic Johnson.
○
He has some shorter, offbeat posts like: “This #280character limit is like having one of those long weeks
and realizing it’s only Tuesday”
YouTube
○
The YouTube channel is specifically for “On Air with Ryan Seacrest.” There is not a channel dedicated to
Ryan overall.
○
It has tens of thousands of views of his many videos from his show.

1.6 million

669,000

Judge: Katy Perry
Katy Perry is a chart-topping pop star, singer and songwriter. Her music
is played on top 40s radio stations, she has performed during the Super
Bowl halftime in 2016, her songs frequently hit the Billboard Hot 100, she
has received numerous music awards (including 13 Grammy Awards),
and she is a fashion/beauty influencer and cultural icon.

Katy Perry
Social Media Presence
●

●

●

●

69 million

68 million

Facebook
○
Katy’s profile picture, cover photo and pinned post ft. a video all promote her tour for her new album,
“Witness.” The video has more than 40 thousand “likes” and has almost 10 thousand comments.
○
Many of those comments on her top posts are regarding the Manchester bombing, expressing discontent
at her statement, “No barriers, no borders, we all just need to coexist.”
■
For example, “PFFFT Good parents will keep their children far away from this Islamist
sympathizer.” This means that when Katy speaks out on current events, people will comment on
it via her social media pages, even if it’s sheer (unwarranted) outrage.
■
Katy does tend to speak out regarding current events.
○
Her other posts feature videos and footage of her tour and BTS of the tour.
○
She also has fun posts, like ones asking to see everyone’s “best” Katy Perry costume, some modeling
photos, ones that promote her shoe line “Katy Perry Collection” http://www.katyperrycollections.com/,
pictures of herself with other celebrities like Miley Cyrus and more. Her presence is big, bold and colorful.
Instagram
○
There is a lot of overlap between the Facebook page and Instagram. Katy, again, is bright and electric and
strongly promotes her tour. Lots of the photos feature her while on tour (past and present) and performing
on stage in various extravagant costumes.
○
The posts have upwards to more than a million likes.
Twitter
○
Katy’s picture, cover photo and pinned post all promote her tour.
○
She promotes American Idol on her Twitter account, asking people to mark their calendars for March 11.
○
She posts social commentary such as, “prayer without action is powerless” in light of the recent Charleston
church shooting and “Sometimes I think I wanna change the world… And I forget it just starts with
changing me
”
YouTube
○
Katy’s page is replete with music videos and BTS makings of music videos. She heavily promotes her new
album, “Witness,” as it coincides with her tour.
○
She does not yet have music videos for her Witness songs so she has audio files. The song “Witness” has
more than 8 million views.

106 million

1.3 million

Judge: Lionel Richie
Lionel Richie is a singer, songwriter, actor and record producer, with his
expansive career dating back to the late 60s. Having worked with
Michael Jackson, he is one of the world’s best-selling artists. Richie is a
five-time Grammy Award winner and is featured in the Songwriter’s Hall
of Fame. He is the father of public figure Nicole Richie.

Lionel Richie
Social Media Presence

4,265,632

405,000

Overview
●

●

●

●

Facebook
○
Lionel promotes his upcoming tours, All the Hits; the dates are listed in his cover photo. His pinned
post is about American Idol; he tells everyone to tune in come March 11.
○
His posts have a few hundred to thousand “likes.”
○
He mostly posts photos of himself, some vintage, along with inspirational memes and messages.
○
An example of an inspirational meme is one that says, “Be the same person privately, publicly and
personally” with an image of a woman looking into the water.
○
Other than his tour and American Idol, he does not have a lot of new material to promote.
Instagram
○
Each post has a few thousand “likes.” Most of the posts are photos of Lionel, many of which are
vintage.
○
There are various posts that are American Idol-related or feature the other hosts, such as a photo of
him and Katy Perry.
○
He has some promotional content for his tour.
Twitter
○
Lionel’s pinned tweet is a promotional video for American Idol.
○
A lot of his posts are related to either American Idol or his tour.
○
There are vintage posts, such as photos of his old band.
YouTube
○
Lionel’s top-viewed video, “All Night Long,” has more than 32 million views. His other top videos have
millions of views as well.
○
The videos are somewhat dated, with the most recent having been posted five years ago, but having
been released prior to that.
○
Descriptions for the videos promote his tour, during which he will play his old hits.
○
It’s obvious Lionel has a lot of prestige in the music world with his longstanding career.

274,000

216,000

Judge: Luke Bryan
Luke Ryan is a country singer and songwriter. He has received awards
from the Academy of Country Music Awards and was Country Music
Association Awards’ “Entertainer of the Year.” Bryan has sold more than
7 million albums. Some of his singles include, “All My Friends Say,” “We
Rode in Trucks,” “Drunk on You,” and “I Don’t Want this Night to End.” He
has a strongly dedicated country music fan base.

Luke Bryan
Social Media Presence

8,723,585

3.9 million

Overview
●

●

●

●

Facebook
○
Luke is heavily promoting his new album, “What Makes You Country,” both through his facebook cover
photo and pinned post.
○
He posts about awards ceremonies, like Country Music Awards, his performances, clips from his music
videos and more.
○
A few days ago, he posted about American Idol with “Really excited about this. Ya’ll get ready” with a photo
of him and the rest of the hosts.
○
There are several posts about the upcoming holidays, including one about Luke’s soulful rendition of “O
Holy Night.”
○
His posts get a few thousand “likes” and have mild discussion.
Instagram
○
There is a lot of promotional content for “What Makes You Country,” including a video that features Kelly
Clarkson, Lionel Richie and other big names.
○
The posts each have tens of hundreds of thousands of “likes.”
○
There are some personal posts giving a glimpse of Luke’s personal life, such as one of him and his friends
fishing.
Twitter
○
The pinned tweet, cover photo and a lot of posts are promoting Luke’s new album.
○
There is a lot of overlap between what Luke posts across all social channels.
○
He posts articles about himself and photos.
YouTube
○
Luke’s featured video, “Light It Up (Audio)” has more than 6 million views.
■
There is no video but the song is his new single.
○
There are several VEVO Live at CMA Awards 2017 videos as some of the newer posts.

9.57 million

1.5 million
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Social Media Analysis: Host and Judges
●

●

●

●

Katy Perry has the largest social media following overall likely due to her status as a well-known pop
star. However, there is a lot of divisiveness with her, as some people claim they “love her” and others
claim they “hate her.” Her public opinions also draw controversy at times.
○
Women public figures across the board receive more divisive comments in social media with
commenters sometimes blasting them.
Luke Bryan has the second highest social media following and is a “darling” who a lot of female fans
praise. His music is on-the-rise and a new album dropping is part of that influence. While country music
fans may love him, others (especially those who “don’t like country music”) may find his music “cheesy”
or “saccharine.”
Lionel Richie has the third highest following. It could be that, because he hasn’t been in the spotlight for
anything new recently, younger fans may not be familiar with his work or who he is. However, as a classic
musical icon who was recently received a SAG-AFTRA award, he carries prestige.
Ryan Seacrest has the smallest following, perhaps because he is not a chart-topping musician himself
but rather a radio host and television personality. He is still the face and brand of American Idol, and
many fans will be excited to see him return.

Let’s check out
American Idol
social media
stats!

←NEW ICON

12,442,824
●

593,000

NOTES (mostly from Facebook and news, because other social is very similar to or less engaged with than FB)
○
The original and perhaps most iconic American Idol talent is Ryan Seacrest as the host and Simon Cowell,
Paula Abdul and Randy Jackson as the three guests.
○
Other hosts throughout its 15 seasons spanning 14 years include Ellen DeGeneres, Jennifer Lopez, Steven
Tyler, Mariah Carey, Nicki Minaj and Keith Urban.
○
Guest judges were used in the audition rounds for seasons four, six, nine, and fourteen such as Gene
Simmons and LL Cool J in season four, Jewel and Olivia Newton-John in season six, Shania Twain in season
eight, Neil Patrick Harris, Avril Lavigne and Katy Perry in season nine, and season eight runner-up, Adam
Lambert, in season fourteen.
○
The pinned post on Facebook is “#AmericanIdol is coming to America’s network this March!” It has more
than a thousand “likes” and there are 75 comments with mixed reviews. Some commenters expressed
excitement about the season starting and others said they won’t be watching and ratings will be low like
they have been in more recent seasons; someone posted a gif of “beating a dead horse.”
○
There are posts promoting the new talent. People are generally positive about the talent, being fans of
Katy, Lionel and Luke.
○
However, some commenters have expressed they won’t watch because of certain talent. For example, one
commenter stated: “Won’t watch because of Katy Perry.” She seems to get the most negative postings.
○
Referring to former Idol winners, like Carrie Underwood, gets a lot of traction on the Facebook page.
○
Some commenters are expressed disappointment at the show premiering later than initially suggested
(March 2018 instead of January).
○
The call for auditioners received more than 500 “likes” with people engaging about how to audition,
whether to audition, making jokes, etc.
○
The official AI comments responding to fans have been chipper. For example:

CLICK FOR:
SNEAK PEEK VIDEO

2.08 million

760,000

Here are
competing and
similar shows

17,050,460

●

NOTES
○
○
○
○
○

○
○

○
○

1.2 million

The talent of The Voice are Jennifer Hudson, Adam Levine, Blake Shelton, and Miley Cyrus as celebrity
musician coaches, and Carson Daly as the host.
The Voice is run on NBC.
You can vote directly through the Facebook page. There is also an app the Facebook page leads you to for
download.
The show is currently airing so the pinned post is encouraging fans to tune in Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesdays for the “playoffs.”
Many of the commenters cast one of the hosts, Miley Cyrus, in a negative light. For example: “How did a
scumbag like Miley Cyrus ever get on this show ??? Watched every season !!! Hoping she would be canned
after last season !!!” People also slam her for being “too liberal” and not patriotic enough.
■
It seems women talent on these competition shows, like Miley and Katy Perry, often get the
most negative attention.
There is also a lot of enthusiasm for all of the talent, including Miley, coming from fans. That is a large draw
for people watching the show.
The posts have a lot to do with the different hosts’ teams, since the competition plays out like a game show
of sorts where the hosts compete. The “playoffs” are presented like sports/game playoffs. This competitive
arrangement gets fans to tune in.
The posts feature a lot of #Team[host] content, including pictures of the hosts with their team.
Overall, there is a lot of enthusiasm in the comments surrounding the talent, competitors, teams and the
format of the show.

5.21 million

5.4 million

6,779,043

●

NOTES
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

1.4 million

The Dancing with the Stars hosts are Tom Bergeron, Erin Andrews, Brooke Burke-Charvet, Samantha
Harris and Lisa Canning.
This show is also on ABC, American Idol’s network for this new season. American Idol was previously on Fox.
Clips of the dance performances are posted to Facebook. They get thousands of “likes,” up to 40k+. They
generally garner around 10k. So actual footage/replays/clips of the show draws in fans.
The comments include speculation about the winner, observations, praise, excitement and the rare
negative opinion.
More outdated “slang” terms like “amazeballs” are used by the brand (or hosts, and endorsed by the
brand).
Fans are very passionate, discussing contestants past and present in great detail.
You can vote for your favorite contestant online; there are links on the Facebook page that go directly to
the ABC page.

1.02 million

542,000

9,808,359

●

NOTES
○
○

○
○

618,000

America’s Got Talent features creator and judge Simon Cowell, Mel B, Heidi Klum, Howie Mandel and host
Tyra Banks.
The pinned post is the announcement of the winner of season 12. This video has almost 160k “likes” and a
lot of engagement in the comments.
■
A lot of people expressed content with the winner while some did not.
■
There are comments about who the posters think should have actually won.
■
There is a lot of discussion about how this is a show where children and adults compete
simultaneously. Some people think there should be separate competitions for kids and adults,
while others think it is fine the way it is.
■
There is some criticism about how the winners were not given enough airtime to celebrate and
have the fans celebrate with them.
■
There is some talk about the judges, i.e. “so-and-so should be replaced.”
It is in the midst of auditions, traveling from city to city to find talent. The posts about which city they’ll be
in next have upwards to a thousand “likes” and some engagement.
A post with Grace Vanderwaal’s (2016 winner) new album “dropping” got a lot of criticism with people
saying she shouldn’t have won, complaining about her voice, etc. but many people defending her
especially because she is a young girl who they claim has a lot of talent.

722,000

5.6 million

8,874,718

●

NOTES
○

○
○
○
○
○

906,000

The most recent judges for X Factor in 2017 were Simon Cowell, Sharon Osbourne, Louis Walsh and Nicole
Scherzinger. This is for the British version, which is the original. The stats for this page is for the overall X
Factor brand.
■
The U.S. version’s social media stats:
Facebook: 3,358,565
Instagram: 247,000
Twitter: 2.91 million
YouTube: 4.2 million
■
The talent for the American version across its three seasons are as follows: (hosts) Steve Jones,
Mario Lopez, Khloe Kardashian-Odom / (judges) Simon Cowell, L.A. Reid, Paula Abdul, Cheryl
Cole, Nicole Scherzinger, Britney Spears, Demo Lovato, Kelly Rowland, Paulina Rubio
There are lots of clips from the show and clips from the contestants. As usual, there are lots of comments
that are supportive of the contestant and ones that have criticism/negative input.
A large part of the discussion is pinpointing who the best contestant is, but it all depends on the opinions
of the commenters.
Each of the posts have a few hundred “likes” and there is no pinned post.
Among recent posts, one about a contestant being let go (“say goodbye…”) has the most “likes” and
comments. People expressed sadness and surprise over her leaving the show.
The content is almost exclusively video clips, gifs and some photos.

7.11 million

906,000

584,363

●

NOTES
○
○
○
○

15,000

The host for “Rising Star” was Josh Groban and the judges were Kesha, Brad Paisley and Ludacris.
The show was short-lived, premiering for just one season in 2014.
The posts generally have under 100 “likes.” A lot of the recent ones promote the new work of its hosts.
Amid recent posts, one about The Muppets coming to ABC (they promote the network on the Facebook
page) has the most “likes,” at 600+.

83,500

undisclosed

233,822

●

NOTES
○
○
○

○
○

N/A

This show, which ran on ABC, starred Kelly Clarkson, John Legend, Robin Thicke, and Jennifer Nettles as
mentors who search for singers to duet with them as they perform in front of a live studio audience.
It only ran for one season in 2012. There is not too much publicity surrounding the show due to this.
The Facebook bio states: “Duets” is a one-of a kind singing competition that takes the Superstars out from
behind the judges’ panel and onto the stage. Clarkson, Legend, Nettles and Thicke will individually set out
on a journey across America looking for undiscovered talent worthy of being their protégés.
■
Ultimately, each Superstar will choose two singers to be his/her duet partners. Together the
Superstars and their protégés will take the stage each week and perform in front of a live studio
audience. In the end, only one duet will be at the top of the charts, and the winning amateur will
receive a recording contract with Hollywood Records.
The show continues to promote its talent who are now starring and making appearances on other shows.
The show is unique in that the performances are all duets featuring an amateur talent and a star-studded
one.
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Social Media Analysis: Competing Shows
●
●

●
●
●

The Voice has the largest social media following overall, so looking to its content is helpful. The unique
competition and #Team[judge]/Playoffs format keeps viewers hooked.
American Idol has the second highest Facebook following. Its Twitter and YouTube are third, but its
Instagram is second to last.
○
American Idol could improve and gain traction for their Instagram account, which is the social
media of choice for many young fans.
Rising Star, which was canceled after one season, has the second smallest social media following across
all channels.
Duets, also canceled after a season, has the smallest following.
Other than Rising Star, Duets and American Idol, all of the other shows have the highest following in at
least one social channel:
○
For The Voice, it’s Facebook.
○
For America’s Got Talent, it’s YouTube.
○
For X Factor, it’s Twitter.
○
For Dancing with the Stars, it’s Instagram.
○
American Idol does not have the highest following in any social channel. Hopefully the
engagement and followers will increase leading into/during the new season.

What do we know about the contestants?
And how does the show amplify awareness?

Contestants’ Backstories: American Idol
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

More so than any of the other shows, AI carefully presents contestants’ backstories from the time they audition until the big win. Many of the auditioners, from the initial tryouts,
have stories -- personal losses, family passed away, aspirations failed -- that tug on audiences’ heartstrings.
There are even lists of the greatest sob stories from AI. They are all very moving and instantly win the audience over, making them feel as if they know the contestants.
The show really humanizes the contestants and makes you root for not only their talent but them, as people. Kelly Clarkson, winner from season one, made judges cry as she sang
about her absent dad while she herself was pregnant.
"You have us all in tears," host Ryan Seacrest said. "The emotion that you exude always, but especially in that important song, it's just incredible."
○
That performance, “Piece by Piece” by Kelly is an iconic performance, in which many of the judges, audience members and other contestants -- and Kelly herself -- are
seen crying.
○
Again, the show evokes a lot of emotion from participants and the audience.
There are videos documenting the journeys of winners like Kelly Clarkson, showing their performances and stories.
From the beginning, the show has been intentional in promoting the contestants as unique people with their own personal journeys, successes, failures, ambitions, struggles and
perseverance.
The Instagram and other social channels post photos of winners, like Adam Lambert, with a before (during first audition) and after (upon winning). It’s kind of like a “transformation
Tuesday” or “tbt.”
This February, the socials had a post with Kelly Clarkson, who they dubbed “the queen,” wishing her good luck at The Grammy’s. So the social stays in touch with previous winners
and contestants.
It promotes the new albums, work and releases from past contestants.
After winning, the big names have created brands that go beyond the show. Some examples of these winners are Kelly Clarkson, Carrie Underwood, Jennifer Hudson, Phillip
Phillips, Jordin Sparks and Adam Lambert. They are well-known beyond the AI brand.

Contestants’ Backstories: The Voice
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Voice, while being a more popular show than AI nowadays with a large social following, does not have winners who are as well-known as AI’s winners. Some examples of past
winners are Javier Colon (season 1), Jermaine Paul (season 2), Danielle Bradbery (season 4), Sawyer Fredericks (season 8) and Jordan Smith (season 9).
There is a lot of video footage documenting the past winner’s performances and journeys. Here is Jermaine Paul during a blind audition, for example. Similar videos are posted on
YouTube.
Here is a 20 minute clip of Jordan Smith, season 9’s winner. It documents Jordan’s journey in the competition. He is a fan favorite.
The social tends to promote the judges of the show, guest judges and other famous public figures as much as the contestants.
There are some social posts with photos of the contestants in the finale. For example, “Lady in red.
#VoiceFinale @laurenduski : @jonpauldouglass”
There are photos and headshots of the contestants with captions like this, “King of . #TheVoice : @jesselarsonmusic.”
There is social of the teams, such as “Team Adam.” It shows all of the members on that team, since The Voice is defined by competition between the various judges’ teams.
There are clips of the finalists and contestants performing that get a lot of views and “likes.” Fans support their contestant of choice with positive feedback (and sometimes criticism
for certain competitors).

Contestants’ Backstories: Dancing with the Stars
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Here are all of the winners from Dancing with the Stars. These names are not as mainstream as AI and even The Voice winners. They may be more recognized in the dancing world.
The contestants are portrayed through videos of their dancing. Even their “stories” are expressed through dancing. So the focus is really performance rather than the contestants
talking about their backstories.
The social promotes a Buzzfeed quiz that answers who your perfect partner would be if you were on the show; this brings out the dancers’ characters a bit in a fun, interactive way.
There are some quirky photos of the dancers in Halloween costumes on social during the holiday to bring out their every day personalities.
There are some live videos with the teams. For instance, there’s a Facebook with “Team ViVa” playing a Disney guessing game where one partner has to guess the Disney character
the other has on a phone app (game) for Disney week. This has a candid, BTS feeling.
It doesn’t seem as if there is as much back story for the candidates as there is with AI, for example. It’s more of the teams’ interactions with one another in modern day, and how
they act BTS.
Instead of their stories being told through dialogue and videos, the stories are really told through dance and performance.
There are posts, like ones on Instagram, rooting for teams. I.e., “Not even a scratched cornea and injured knee can stop #TeamFishUponAStar. SO PROUD of these two ❤ #DWTS
#Semifinals”
While you may not dig deep into their pasts, you definitely get to “know” the contestants as if they are your friends.

Contestants’ Backstories: America’s Got Talent
●

Here are some of the popular winners of America’s Got Talent

●
●
●
●

.

●
●

Like AI, the contestant’s backstories come to the forefront on this show. There are video clips of the contestant’s backgrounds and struggles/successes in life.
Here is a list of a recent season’s contestants with compelling backstories.
○
“The 9-year-old Atlanta native had to overcome a major health issue to become the mini-powerhouse she is today.”
○
“While attending college studying music, Mandy Harvey -- who had been singing all her life -- got diagnosed with a connective tissue disorder that made her lose her
hearing.”
○
“Sadly because of the language barrier, his parents were not able to get any work and he had to work multiple jobs to provide for his family. At one point this was not
enough, and Will became homeless.”
○
“When she was just 16-years-old, Kechi was in a tragic plane crash in Nigeria. The crash took the lives of 107 out of 109 passengers -- she was one of the two survivors, and
she lost her best friend who was sitting right next to her. When she was found, she was mixed up with debris and completely covered in burns, which resulted in more
than 100 surgeries to recover.”
It almost seems as if the more intriguing the backstory, the more the show promotes the contestant. Like AI, the show humanizes its competitors with their stories just as central as
their talent.
One of the previous winners, Kevin Skinner, was an unemployed farmer and former “chicken catcher.” This fit into his aesthetic as a country music singer-songwriter who played
guitar. This narrative and brand of who Kevin was -- a simple yet inspired farm boy -- was established early on and maintained until he won.

Contestants’ Backstories: X Factor
●

Here are some of the popular winners of X Factor

●
●
●

There are YouTube stories documenting the journeys of the winners. For example, here is one for Little Mix from 2011.
These are specials -- “Winner’s Stories” -- created by X Factor that specifically document clips and BTS from the season and trace the rise of the winners.
Here is a video for the US version for the 2017 winners, Alex and Sierra. So for those who didn’t invest in the season entirely, there’s a chance to go and get that back story and follow
the journey in a more condensed way instead of having to watch the entire season.
There is also a push to come up with emotional stories on X Factor. Those backstories seem to get contestants more attention and sympathy.
There have been sources that document some contestants lying about their backgrounds.
For example, this article claims contestant Matt Cardle admits to making up his X Factor backstory.
○
The 33-year-old has admitted: "The painting and decorating story wasn't entirely true. I was doing anything for cash when I auditioned for that show but that sounded
the best."
This highlights these shows’ push for those powerful backstories that these contestants seemingly need to have.

.

●
●
●

●

Contestants’ Backstories: Rising Star
●
●

●

●
●
●
●

There was only one season of this show and the winner was Jesse Kinch.
There is an interview with Jesse that goes into his backstory. The description is as follows:
○
“Jesse Kinch won America's ABC Rising Star contest on 24th August 2014. In this wonderful and personal interview Jesse talks about his life and music. We hear from him
about his upbringing and passion for music as well as other aspects of his life - all of which have made him a winner.”
There isn’t a lot of publicity surrounding this show, as it aired in 2014 and was canceled, but the press that is out there is on the negative side, even if they’re opinion-based. For
example, this Tvline article states:
○
“In other words, when three-quarters (or more) of Rising Star‘s semifinalists wouldn’t have made it past The Voice‘s blind auditions or American Idol‘s Hollywood Week,
you’re not going to achieve any kind of (positive) water-cooler buzz.”
○
In an online poll on the same page, most of the voters gave the show an “F” grade.
ABC does a recap of the season finale during which Jesse wins, and mentions some of the other finalists.
Jesse Kinch has his own social channels, a lot of which refer to the show.
The Rising Star YouTube has some videos of the contestants’ journeys and Jesse’s win: https://www.youtube.com/user/ABCRisingStar
On his Facebook page which has more than 50k “likes,” part of his bio states: “Jesse captured the rock and roll soul of America and was voted the winner on Rising Star ABC. He has
gained fans from all over the world who are captivated by his raw, genuine and undeniable talent.”

Contestants’ Backstories: Duets
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The winner of Duets was J Rome performing with Jennifer Nettles. Here is an article about the season finale and the win.
Here is an article in the Washington Post about life after winning for J Rome. It gives some good background into what he is like.
○
“When we were kids, he was always singing,” said TaLia Wayne, 31, of Burtonsville. “Sometimes we would just be like, ‘Jerome, could you be quiet?’ ”
○
Jerome and TaLia Wayne, along with their mother, Beverly Wayne-Gardner, 51, of Laurel, all used to sing in the choir at Bible Way Temple in the District.
○
“It’s unreal,” Wayne said of his YouTube following. “When I got 4 million views, we were like, ‘Let’s throw a party.’ ”
○
“I didn’t know she could be so diverse,” he said of Nettles’ voice. “And the chemistry we had onstage was really great.”
This is the video of the winning moment for J Rome: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqSSi8MThmM
There is not a lot of backstory in the social media for the contestants. However, J Rome does get featured in the most posts, it seems.

American Idol on the web and in hashtags
#AmericanIdol

New Show- The Four: Battle for Stardom
The hashtags bring “The Four” to fans’ attention. This is a brand new show that
emulates the singing competition set-up of American Idol and similar shows. The
format is different, though, as there are no preliminary audition and warm-up
stages. It goes straight to the finalists. This upcoming show could be a competitor
for the new American Idol.

Hashtag Analysis for American Idol
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The tweets with the #AmericanIdol hashtag with the most engagement
are ones from the upcoming seasons’ judges. They already have an
established fan base with many followers.
Other promotional content for the show comes from the network (ABC), TV
Guide, Fox affiliate stations and other TV stations, billboard, Variety, AMAs
and so on.
There is not a lot of talk surrounding the show right now. The latest boost
was from how the AMAs will present American Idol auditioners getting a
second chance with a live vote during the AMAs on Sunday, November 19
(also on ABC).
Some people have expressed excitement about the show’s revival while
others think that the show needs to be put to rest for good.
The show has not been trending lately but could get more engagement
around the AMAs and leading up to the premiere of the new season.
A few of the hashtags lead to “The Four: Battle for Stardom,” a new show
(see previous slide) that could be a competitor for AI and other popular
singing competition shows like “The Voice.”
Some people have expressed confusion about how and where to vote.
Overall, there are still some dedicated fans but American Idol is not “hot” in
the media the way it was during its formative years. It could step up its
game by appealing to non-network TV watchers, millennials, revamping its
social channels like Instagram and having more “relevant” judges (and
guest judges/guest appearances) like Katy Perry.

